Programmawijzigingen 2022-2023

Program changes 2022-2023

Master Chemical and Materials Engineering

1st Master

Profile Process Technology

Year 1: compulsory courses (MA1)
Instrumentation for Process Technology has been removed. Students who still need to take this course must now enroll for Sustainable Chemical Processes

Is the new course not visible in the self-service or do you have any other questions regarding your study path? Please contact studypath.engineering@vub.be.

2nd Master

Profile Materials

Year 2: electives

Non-Destructive Testing of Materials has been removed and was replaced by Experimental techniques for characterizations of construction materials

Master Electrical Engineering

2nd Master

Option 1

Semiconductor Technologies and Integrated Devices has been removed. Students who still need to take this course must now enroll for high-frequency Electronics and Antennas. Did you already pass for Semiconductor Technologies and Integrated Devices? This course will be transferred to your program later on this academic year.

- Nano and Opto-electronic Devices has been removed Students who still need to take this course must now enroll for Nano-Electronic Devices and Technologies. Did you already pass
for Nano and Opto-electronic Devices? This course will be transferred to your program later on this academic year.

Option 3
- Identification of Dynamical Systems is now 5 credits (used to be 4 credits). Did you pass for the 4 credit course? Then it will be transferred to your program later on this academic year.

Are the new courses not visible in the self-service or do you have any other questions regarding your study path? Please contact studypath.engineering@vub.be.

Master Architectural Engineering

2nd Master

Electives

Urban and Construction Law was added to the elective list

Is the new course not visible in the self-service or do you have any other questions regarding your study path? Please contact studypath.engineering@vub.be.

Master Civil Engineering

2nd Master

Electives

Urban and Construction Law was added to the elective list

Is the new course not visible in the self-service or do you have any other questions regarding your study path? Please contact studypath.engineering@vub.be.